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“Because Kids Will Be Kids!”

Clearly Safe Stove Knob Lock
(Designed for Professional and Home Use)

 Model 2403

Installation Instructions

CONTENTS: Package contains 5 Stove Knob Locks

TOOLS NEEDED: Rubbing Alcohol, Cleaning Cloth
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Step #1  Remove two of your stove knobs from stove by sliding them off 
the shaft. Note: If your stove has a trim ring around stove knob, please use
a screwdriver to remove and store until Stove Lock is no longer needed.

Step #2   Hold base of one Stove lock in your hand. With the other hand, 
squeeze Locking Tab while grasping Turn Ring and rotate Turn Ring 
completely to the right. The Inner Disc of Stove Lock should be all the 
way at bottom of base. Repeat for all Stove Locks.  Fig. 1

Step #3  Test fit 2 Stove Locks by placing them side by side as shown. 
With both Stove Locks in place and stove knobs back on shafts, make sure 
that there is a small gap between them. This gap can be very small. Stove 
Locks should not touch when side by side so that Turn Ring can rotate. 
Note: It is not necessary for Stove Lock to be directly centered 
over stove shaft to work properly. They may be positioned 
slightly to one side to allow for a small gap between them. Fig. 2.

Step #4  Having test fit the Stove Locks and determined that 
they will work on your stove, clean area around your stove knob 
shafts with rubbing alcohol to remove any grease or oil. Note: 
If there is a heavy buildup of grease behind your stove knobs, 
it may require the use of an appliance cleaner prior to use of 
rubbing alcohol. DO NOT skip the rubbing alcohol step.

Step #5  Remove adhesive tape liner from back of one Stove 
Lock. With Stove Lock in one hand and your stove knob in the 
other, place Stove Lock over stove knob shaft, stopping short of 
letting adhesive tape touch the stove. Place stove knob on shaft 
and locate Stove Lock into same position as you did when you 
test fit Stove Lock in Step #2. Note: For most stoves this will be 
center of stove shaft. With Stove Lock properly located, press 
firmly all the way around Turn Ring to secure Stove Lock to the Stove. 
Push stove knob on the shaft firmly. Allow one hour for adhesive to bond prior to using the locks.
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Step #6 Squeeze the Locking Tab while grasping Turn Ring and rotate it 
to the left until you feel /see the Inner Disc of the Stove Lock touch the 
back side of the stove knob and then release Tab. Fig. 3

Step#7  Check to make sure the Stove knob is locked by pushing in 
the knob with the normal amount force that you would typically use 
and try to turn the stove on. Do not use an excessive amount of force
to try and push the knob in and turn it on as this will damage the Stove 
Lock. If you are able to push the stove knob in and turn it on using the 
typical amount of force, squeeze the Locking Tab and rotate the Turn Ring 
one more “click” to the left. Fig. 4

Step #9 To unlock the stove knob, simply squeeze the Locking Tab and rotate 
the Turn Ring to the right. Rotating the Turn Ring to the right slightly will unlock 
the stove knob.

Step #10 Install the remaining Stove Locks by repeating step# 6. 

Removal Instructions: When the Stove Locks are no longer needed, 
remove the stove knobs. We recommend using a hair dryer on medium 
heat to soften the adhesive holding the Stove Lock to the stove. After 
softening the adhesive, Grasp the base of the Stove Lock and rotate it 
until the adhesive releases. If there is any adhesive remaining on the 
stove, we recommend Goo Gone to remove it. Goo Gone can be found 
at most home improvement and hardware stores.

This product is not a toy. Do not allow 
children to play with it.
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